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Brief and objectives: 

Social offered its services on a pro bono basis to TV Architect George Clarke in February 

2019 to deliver a PR and stakeholder influencer campaign to support the work of his 

educational charity The Ministry of Building Innovation in Education (MOBIE). 

George established MOBIE in 2017 to attract and inspire future creators of the Built 

Environment through new technical and vocational courses and pioneering schools 

outreach. 

He wants to recruit the builders, planners and architects of the future who believe in people-

first design and ‘feel the love’ for their neighbourhoods. 

Social shaped an Instagram and Twitter-led campaign to generate conversation and 

engagement around the spirit of home and robust communities on the run up to a key 

Government summit on the Built Environment. This with the aim of using social media to 

show and share a groundswell of opinion to the summit audience - the CEOs of every local 

authority and housing association in the UK through to Housing Minister Kit Malthouse. 

Objectives: 

• To launch the MOBIE ‘Manifesto’ across a period of 7 days to encourage Twitter and 

Instagram audiences to ‘join the conversation’, generating impressions, reach, and 

engagement 

• To deliver a social media strategy for Twitter and Instagram that promotes genuine 

engagement, emotion and conversation, with emojis widely used in dialogue for 

warmth of engagement 

• To use Twitter as the key influencer platform, securing retweets, likes and comment 

from prominent figureheads with significant follower numbers. 

 

 



The idea, research and planning: 

Our brief focussed on encouraging contributions and comment with emotive positioning to 

prompt people to engage. We felt hearts and minds storytelling would be key to this 

approach using George’s childhood as the pivotal asset. 

We developed the narrative of George’s Square the story of his formative years growing up 

on a council estate, using his memories of the paved square where he played out and his 

love for his Grandad Ted, to evoke content and contributions from the general public and 

influencers alike. 

We then posed two questions on social media, first asking: ‘What makes your house a 

home? 

Responses ranged from family and friends, watching children playing, Saturday brunches, 

Sunday lunches, through to dogs, cats, even comic book collections. 

The vox pop style question was ‘dialled up’ ahead of the Ministry of Housing, Communities 

and Local Government’s ‘Better Design for Better Places’ conference and on the stage itself 

– as George asked influencers directly during his keynote: ‘How do we design and make 

homes our kids will love when they grow up? 

Our approach focussed on warm, real-life content creation, designed to encourage User 

Generated Content (UGC) to start and sustain conversations. 

 

Strategy, tactics, creativity and innovation: 

Digital Home – Microsite: 

We designed and built the #LoveHome microsite to showcase video and written blog 

content. All campaign activity on social media was directed to the microsite, enabling us to 

ask the key campaign questions to visitors and attract their feedback. 

User Generated Content: 

We utilised user responses by promoting further on social media and hosting video 

submissions on the MOBIE campaign landing page. User generated blog posts were also 

hosted on the landing page and acted as key Twitter content, see Netty and Betti’s 

submission and school films in the supporting information. 

Offline hashtag promotion: 

To maximise campaign awareness at the summit, we produced hashtag cut outs that were 

strategically placed around the venue and held by George on stage. These physical props 

prompted further online discussion, submissions and even selfies from the sector-leading 

delegates. 

Influencer strategy: 

Given lack of budget, we understood the importance of engaging with influential figures in 

the sector especially across Twitter. We compiled a list of key figures’ handles who we 

actively targeted with an @ing sub-strategy. 



Instagram polls and story support: 

We understood the importance of engaging on Instagram - the primary social media channel 

to target MOBIE’s primary audience e.g. the young people it wishes to encourage into 

careers in the Built Environment. We made use of Instagram Stories features such as polls 

and emoji sliders, alongside the stories themselves to encourage maximum engagement. 

 

Delivery: 

The campaign became visible with the launch of the Twitter and Instagram campaign, 

alongside the campaign website. 

We engaged with several schools across the UK to take in film rushes of pupils connecting 

with the campaign. Our team edited these into shorts and pushed them out on MOBIE 

channels. 

Schools were thrilled to support the campaign with shares from their school handles. 

We reached out to industry and celebrity influencers including Jamie Oliver, Housing 

Minister Kit Malthouse and Tom Bloxham of Urban Splash to amplify the campaign. 

To ensure continuous engagement on Twitter, we released a daily question for followers to 

answer with a “fill the gap” format. 

 

Measurement and evaluation:  

MOBIE’s handles were not well used historically due to in-house resource, the campaign 

therefore began from a social media ‘standing start’. All results generated were entirely 

organic and without spend. 

• Twitter followers increased 96% and Instagram followers increased 22% 

• Our campaign generated 386,000 impressions (+98,000% vs the previous week) on 

Twitter and 181,000 impressions on Instagram (+86,000% vs the previous week) 

• Drove 5,223 engagements across both channels 

• Over 60% of Instagram followers engaged with the various Instagram Stories polls 

• The campaign achieved a 100% positive sentiment rating from all content (both 

brand and user). 

 

Budget and campaign impact:  

#LoveHome was undertaken on a purely pro bono basis. There was no cost to the client, nor 

any paid advertising spend on social media. (If the agency had charged for its time/resource, 

which included social media strategy, stakeholder strategy, hearts and minds content 

creation, UGC collation and videography, the cost would have been £8,000.) 



“The agency’s social media and influencer connection strategy celebrated both the spirit of 

home and the importance of people-first design to the shaping of strong communities of the 

future. Social helped highlight my charity’s agenda by posing pivotal questions to influencers 

and the general public alike as the crux of the content strategy. MOBIE has collated these 

valuable responses and will continue to use this key User Generated Content across its 

activities in 2019.” - George Clarke 

 


